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LECTURE  SATURDAY  1pm  HILLSBORO FREE WORKSHOP  SUNDAY  1pm  EVERGLADES



I N T R O D U C T I O N

Step into a world of transformation and be 
part of the dynamic energy of the NEWLIFE 
EXPO, a weekend where Science Meets 
Spirituality  helping  you to Reinvent Your 
Destiny. For 35 years now, we’ve been 
bringing together souls from all over to 
explore holistic living-mind, body & spirit! 

Join us in Florida this weekend March 16-
17, 2024 for an unforgettable experience that 
will empower your life’s journey.

Enjoy our innovative exhibitors and our 
talented, inspiring lecturers from around the country. Play with us at 
our Qi Gong Classes, Sound Healing/Cacao Ceremony, and Ecstatic 
Dancing .Our awesome Panels, and special events are mind blowing. 
You may be one of the lucky ones to win one of our many raffles. The 
first hundred people  will receive a special cloth NEWLIFE Goody 
Bag with surprises. from our exhibitors. Really study this brochure to 
learn who these exhibitors and lecturers are.

All Access tickets gets you attend the whole expo.
VIP All Access puts you in the front two rows of all events.
All paid special events and panels require day passes.
Om Shalom

Mark Becker

FOR EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT TICKETS:
https://newlifeexpo.com/product-category/florida-tickets

T I C K E T  P R I C E S
(All tickets purchased by Credit Card incur a 3% fee)

DAY PASS: (includes Lectures & Workshops): $15 ($25 at door)
VIP ALL ACCESS WEEKEND: (includes Seating in First Two Rows) 

$125 ($175 at door)
ALL ACCESS WEEKEND: $100 ($125 at door)
ALL ACCESS SATURDAY or SUNDAY: $75 ($100 at door)
DANNION BRINKLEY, LAURA EISENHOWER, GAIL THACKRAY 

SUNDAY SPECIAL EVENTS: $20 ($30 at door) – needs day pass
CACAO CEREMONY / SOUND HEALING  

SATURDAY SPECIAL EVENT: $10 ($20 at door) – needs day pass
ECSTATIC DANCING SPECIAL EVENT  

SUNDAY EVENT: $10 ($20 at door) – needs day pass

FOR HOTEL DISCOUNT ROOM RESERVATIONS
Booking Link:

https://www.hilton.com/en/book/reservation/deeplink/?ctyh
ocn=DERDTDT&groupCode=CDTNLE&arrivaldate=2024-03-

15&departuredate=2024-03-18&cid=OM,WW,HILTONLINK,EN,Direc
tLink&fromId=HILTONLINKDIRECT

Please note, the entire URL must be copied and pasted 
for it to work properly.
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LECTURE  SUNDAY  2pm  HIBISCUS
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E X H I B I T O R S  &  B O O T H  N U M B E R S

AAVIA-FIRST ALTERNATIVES ...................................................... 503

ADVANCED BEAUTY ......................................................... 601 & 602                                      
Advanced Beauty was founded with one principal in mind – to develop and deliver safest 
and most effective anti-aging facial products to consumers accross the globe. Our 
beauty spa and online store proudly offers Zero Gravity systems of LED light therapy 
for facial skin rejuvenation. We also have a wide variety of natural and FDA cleared 
solutions and creams by Celestolite. Stop by for free samples and demonstration by 
our professional team.

ANTHONY BEVEN DETOX DAY SPA ........................................ table 6

ARIEL THE MERMAID .................................................................. 904

ASTROLOGY – GABRIELA MENDEL .......................................... table

ATLANTIC INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL MEDICINE ..............table 12/13
(ATOM) We are a college for Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine. Come visit our booth 
for a free tongue and pulse diagnosis & discuss your health and wellbeing.  Our sch ool 
is located in Ft. Lauderdale and our Intern Clinic is open to the public.  Call 954-763-
9840 for an appointment, www.atom.edu

BIRCH BOYS MUSHROOMS ........................................................ 202

BLUE DRAGON LIFESTYLECARD READINGS BY MELINDA ........ 203

CHERIE BENDER ARTS ................................................................ 604

DONNA McGRATH, MIRACLE HEALER & MEDICAL MEDIUM ....102                  
Donna McGrath, MT(ASCP) NIH Molecular Biologist turned Miracle Healer, Author /
Spiritual Teacher has seen 70,000 since her enlightening OBE to The Light. She offers 
healings via phone worldwide, seminars, books, mp3 meditations, Emotional Healing/
Master Energy Medicine courses. Radio, TV, podcast personality. Celebrity Healer  
www.donnamcgrath.com  miraclesbydonna@gmail.com. 267-392- 9254

EMOTIONAL TRAUMA RELEASE TECHNIQUE ............................. 302

FAIRY DUST CARD READINGS ............................................... table 5

FRESH MOUTH ............................................................................ 803

GAIAHEALERS ............................................................................. 103

GAIL THACKRAY ................................................................................

GENUINE QUANTUM POWER PENDANTS ................................... 703

GRAND MASTER QI FEILONG...................................................... 701

HEALING REVOLUTION ............................................................... 301

HEART TONE EXHIBITORS ..................................................... table 7

IDEAL ALIGNMENT ................................................................. table 5

IONIC SHIELD .............................................................................. 401 

JULIA, RAETHER – SPIRITUAL COACH & HEALER ...........................

KAT JAMES TOTAL TRANSFORMATION ................................. table 1

LAURA EISENHOWER – TAROT ................................................. table

LIFEWAVE .................................................................................. 1003

LIQUID BIOCELL COLLAGEN ....................................................... 201

LOGICAL HEALTH SYSTEM ......................................................... 502

LOVE & HEALLING ENERGY-EESYSTEM OF DELRAY ........................

LOTUS LILY CHAKRA BALANCING .............................................. 704

MAGNETUDE JEWELRY ............................................................... 101
Bio- energetic EMF protection stunningly beautiful inter- changeable genuine gemstone 
and crystal jewelry for men, women and fur- babies! Change your TUNE to match your 
attitude! Scientifically and kinesiology tested! If you use a cell phone, computer, or live 
on this WIFI planet, you need this!  www.tudegirl.com. (516) 316-3087

MARCELA BENSON............................................................................

MARZ ENERGY TOOLS ................................................. 1001 & 1002                                             
Individually hand-crafted copper tensor rings & healing implements that work with 
the physical and etheric body while others work with higher realms or work with 
the harmony and balance of the earth. They can remove and reduce pain, emotional 
blockages, structure water, balance chakras, neutralize EMF’s and more.

MEDIUM SOPHIA ......................................................................... 303

MICRONIC SILVER ....................................................................... 804

MYSTECH .................................................................................... 204

NANCY YEAROUT-ANGEL COMMUNICATER .......................... table 2

PARAMOUNT SMILE DENTAL ...................................................... 801

RELAX FAR INFRARED SAUNAS AND LAMPS ............................ 104                                     
Relax Far-Infrared Sauna Free 5-10 minute sessions. Research (65 years) and 
testimonials onFar-Infrared Energy indicate Increased Circulation, Pain/Inflammation 
reduction, helpful withFibromyalgia, Lyme, Cancer, High Blood-pressure, diabetes, 
Relaxation, Invigoration, sleep,Prettier Skin, & spiritual attunement.www.relaxsaunas.
com / 650 You-tube Testimonials. 626-200-8454 / moment98@aol.com / Relax Far-
Infrared Saunas and Lamps. Acu-MasseurMassagers, Color therapy and Natural Vision 
Therapy Glasses.

ROXIVA INNOVATIONS ................................................................ 501

SHIFTING IMPRESSIONS ............................................................ 403                                                                         
The Podcast: Shifting Impressions Conversations with The Realm of Beings  is a 
podcast devoted to explaining Existence, the knowledge of creation of reality, and 
how to maneuver within the reality referred to as life. Dr. Gretta Chamberlain, DN is a 
lecturer, a remote energy transformational specialist, and an educator, who channels 
the non-physical entities known as The Realm of Beings. www.shiftingimpressions.us   
conversationswiththerealm@gmail.com

SOUL ACUPUNCTURE & HERBAL ............................................... 702

SOUL CODE DISCOVERY ............................................................. 404

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC CONSULTANT ....................................... table 9

SUZY WOO SPIRITUAL HEALER.................................................. 902

THE KRISHNA LIFE ...................................................................... 603

THE REVITALIZER –SHERI KAPLAN ..................................................                                                               
Offering Sound & Energy, Reiki Healing, Chakra Balancing items. linktr.ee/sherikaplan

WALKING TALL FOOT CORRECTIONS ......................................... 901

WISDOM OF THE HEART ............................................................. 802

EXHIBITOR BOOTH EXHIBITOR BOOTH

PA R T I A L  L I S T I N G



BECKER, MARK 
Lecture  SATURDAY  3pm .............................................Everglades

BENSON, MARCELA 
Lecture  SUNDAY  4pm ..................................................Key Largo

BENTON, DR. JEFFREY 
Lecture  SUNDAY  1pm ....................................................Hillsboro

BEVEN, ANTHONY 
Lecture  SATURDAY  11:30am .......................................Key Largo

BOUSSARHANE, ERICA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  11:30am ......................................Everglades

BRESKMAN COSMO, SARAH 
Lecture  SATURDAY  1pm .............................................Everglades 
Lecture  SATURDAY  2pm ................................................Hillsboro

BRINKLEY, DANNION 
Lecture  SATURDAY  2pm ......................................................Coral 
Special Event  SUNDAY  3pm .................................................Coral

CACAO CEREMONY – SOUND HEALING 
Special Event  SATURDAY  5pm ....................................... Hibiscus

CHAMBERLAIN, GRETTA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  1pm ................................................Hillsboro 
Free Workshop  SUNDAY  1pm .....................................Everglades

CLEMENT, BRIAN 
Lecture  SUNDAY  3pm .................................................Everglades

DEMCHOK, JASON 
Lecture  SATURDAY  10:30am ......................................Everglades

EISENHOWER, LAURA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  1pm ......................................................Coral 
Special Event  SATURDAY  4pm .......................................Hillsboro

ENERGY & VIBRATIONAL HEALING 
Panel SATURDAY  4pm ..........................................................Coral

FARSHID, NIMA 
Lecture  SUNDAY  5pm .................................................Everglades

FEILONG, QI 
Lecture  SUNDAY  1pm .................................................... Hibiscus

FLORÊNCIO, CARLOS 
Lecture  SATURDAY  6pm ................................................Hillsboro 
Lecture  SUNDAY  4pm .................................................... Hibiscus 
Free Special Event  SUNDAY  6pm ................................... Hibiscus

FLEURY, WANITA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  10:30am .......................................Key Largo

FRIDKIN, REGINA 
Lecture  SUNDAY  10:30am ..........................................Everglades

FRODEL, MEG 
Lecture  SUNDAY  3pm .................................................... Hibiscus

GIANFRANCESCO, RAFFAELE 
Lecture  SUNDAY  11:30am ..........................................Everglades

HEALTH & NUTRITION 
Panel SUNDAY  1pm ..............................................................Coral

JAMES, KAT  
Lecture  SATURDAY  3pm ................................................Hillsboro 
Lecture  SUNDAY  3pm ..................................................Key Largo

JEDIAN, SHAHIN & MICHAEL ARCHANGELICO 
Lecture  SATURDAY  11:30am .........................................Hillsboro

KALATSKY, WILLIAM 
Lecture  SATURDAY  2pm ..............................................Key Largo

KAPLAN, SHERI 
Lecture  SATURDAY  6pm .............................................Everglades

KAPLAN, MICHELLE 
Lecture  SUNDAY  11:30am ...........................................Key Largo

KOPP, GARRETT 
Lecture  SATURDAY  5pm ..............................................Key Largo

LOVE, DR. GEORGE 
Class  SATURDAY  10:30am ............................................Hillsboro 
Lecture  SATURDAY  2pm ................................................ Hibiscus  
Class  SUNDAY  10:30am .................................................Hillsboro 
Lecture  SUNDAY  4pm .................................................Everglades

MARCUS, ELI 
Lecture  Saturday  4pm .................................................... Hibiscus

McGRATH, DONNA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  4pm .............................................Everglades 
Free Workshop  SUNDAY  5pm ..............................................Coral

MENDEL, GABRIELA 
Lecture  SUNDAY  5pm ....................................................Hillsboro

MICUCCI, DANA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  3pm ................................................ Hibiscus

MIESHIEL 
Lecture  SUNDAY  10:30am ...........................................Key Largo

MORALES, VANESSA – ECSTATIC DANCE 
Special Event  SUNDAY  5pm ........................................... Hibiscus

PAJUNEN, DR. GRAZYNA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  1pm ..............................................Key Largo

PELICCI, GABRIELLE  
Lecture  SUNDAY  1pm ..................................................Key Largo

RAETHER, JULIA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  4pm ..............................................Key Largo

REICHMAN, ILENE 
Lecture  SATURDAY  3pm ..............................................Key Largo

RETI-NAGY, ROBERT 
Lecture  SUNDAY  2pm ....................................................Hillsboro

STARKMAN, JEFF 
Lecture  SATURDAY  2pm .............................................Everglades 
Lecture  SUNDAY  2pm ..................................................Key Largo

THACKRAY, GAIL 
Lecture  SATURDAY  3pm ......................................................Coral 
Special Event  SUNDAY  3pm ...........................................Hillsboro

THE DIVINE FEMININE GODDESS 
Panel  SUNDAY  10:30am ......................................................Coral

THOMAS, ELSA 
Lecture  SATURDAY  1pm ................................................ Hibiscus

VAN THIELEN, MIKE 
Lecture  SUNDAY  11:30am .............................................Hillsboro

WHAT THE FUTURE WILL BRING 
Panel  SATURDAY  10:30am ..................................................Coral

WILSON, PHILLIP 
Lecture  SUNDAY  5pm ..................................................Key Largo

YAIR, DR. YAFI 
Lecture  SATURDAY  11:30am ......................................... Hibiscus

YEAROUT, NANCY 
Lecture  SUNDAY  2pm .................................................... Hibiscus

S P E A K E R S  &  R O O M S

SPEAKER                                                               ROOM SPEAKER                                                               ROOM

PA R T I A L  L I S T I N G
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LECTURE  SUNDAY  2pm  KEY LARGO
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10:30am-1pm S A T U R D AY

LECTURE  Saturday  10:30am  Everglades

JASON DEMCHOK
Flavors, Fiber  
and Gut Health –  
Eat Your Way to Longevity    
Learn how to cultivate an inner army of 
healthy microbes in your gut who work 

around the clock to keep you healthy, Jason will put 
together a bowl of all organic greens, beans, fermented 
veggies, sweet potatoes and more with a savory hemp 
seed, balsamic miso dressing. You will learn how the dif-
ferent colors, flavors and fibers of foods feed our micro-
biome and do miraculous things to our overall health. 
Then you get to eat it!  Jason has studied cooking for 35 
years across 16 countries. 

CLASS  Saturday  10:30am  Hillsboro

DR. GEORGE LOVE
Rythmic Qi Gong
QRythmic Qi Gong is Blue Dragon 
Medical Qigong exercises speeded 
up to music to make it easier to learn 
and have fun doing Qigong. We have 

eight dances including Taichi Pole Dance, Tea Cup, 
Anatomy drumming, Flying Buddha, Liver, Heart, and 
E.R.Dance. Each dance targets specific meridians, 
organs and muscles that support a healthy body, mind 
and spirit

LECTURE  Saturday  10:30am  Key Largo

WANITA FLEURY
Overcoming Your  
Energy Field Barriers
We are electrical beings with natural elec-
tromagnetic and magnetic frequencies. It 
is our role to take high-vibrational light 

(information) and ground it down into the planet. We have 
barriers that are keeping us from utilizing free energy that 
keeps us happy, healthy and wealthy. As a high school 
principal, I bring the passion of education into my energy 
awareness practice on how the brain learns. I teach spe-
cific meditation techniques, which enable individuals to 
release any energy (emotion) imbalances or blocks that 
you may be experiencing and release them. 

LECTURE  Saturday  11:30am  Everglades

ERICA BOUSSARHANE
Love Never Dies: Mediumship 
Messages From the Other Side
International Psychic Medium Ericka 
Boussarhane shares amazing stories of 
love, healing, and life beyond the grave. 

Psychic medium and kidney-transplant recipient Ericka 
Boussarhane discusses a compelling exploration of mor-
tality, the afterlife, grief, synchronicity, and beyond-the-
grave communication. Come experience a life-changing 
message from the other side and learn how to harness 
your psychic intuition and reconnect to your loved ones, 
angels, pets, spirit guides, ancestry, and more. www.
coldcasepsychic.com

LECTURE  Saturday  11:30am  Hillsboro

SHAHIN JEDIAN &  
MICHAEL 
ARCHANGELICO
Explore Your Karma        
Explore your Karma to 
Embrace your Purpose. 

Attendees will receive a profound realization of past pat-
terns and other dimensions in order to live a purpose-
ful life immediately with less anxiety and more passion. 
Shahin Jedian is the  Author of 42 Books and Films on 
Personal Development with a keen awareness of your 
inner name and cosmic code revealed within minutes of 
meeting him. Michael Archangelico is an energy healer 
who has learned how to access the infinite abundance of 
energy that surrounds all of us: the Quantum Field.

LECTURE  Saturday 11:30am  Key Largo

ANTHONY BEVEN
DNA Trifecta:  
Your Physical, Spiritual  
& Ancestral Healing Codes
DNA Trifecta: Your Physical, Spiritual & 
Ancestral Healing Codes I am unveiling 

the Transformative Traumas and Triumphs That Forged 
My Path to Self-Healing Across Body, Mind, and Soul 
Anthony Martinez Beven, Nutritionist, Naturopath & 
Clinical Hypnotherapist

LECTURE  Saturday  1pm  Coral

LAURA EISENHOWER
Cosmic Intelligence Earth/Body 
Corrections
In this lecture, Laura will talk about all the 
different Astrological events taking place 
that connect with DNA upgrades and our 

consciousness awakening to our Galactic origins and 
how we can integrate, align and work with these forces 
and support our bodies and help us to understand what 
psyops we should be mindful of so we can be more pro-
tected against any dark forces or false narratives that 
could detract us from the Ascension Timeline.  She will 
reveal what remote viewers have told her about her mis-
sion and the communications she has received all her life 
and her agreements with Eisenhower and Val Thor. www.
cosmicgaia.org

LECTURE  Saturday  1pm  Everglades

SARAH BRESKMAN COSMO
Tap Into the Quantum Field 
Using Self-Hypnosis
What is the quantum field and how can 
we access this infinite source of knowl-
edge and power? Through the powerful 

techniques of self-hypnosis, we can not only learn how to 
tap into this universal consciousness to gain information, 
but we can find our true purpose, and even easily learn 
to heal our bodies!   Learn the truth about their hidden 
potentials but also different self-hypnosis techniques to 
master not only their consciousness but their life.  Sarah 
is a Master Hypnotist, Her work is now featured interna-
tionally as well as on Gaia TV.

LECTURE  Saturday  1pm  Hillsboro

GRETTA CHAMBERLAIN
Focus for Change
Experience this hands-on lecture in which 
you will examine self and learn about 
the negative and positive sides of your 
being. Also, as you identify these vibra-

tional emotions, you will begin to understand how they 
assist you in formulating your various paradigms and life 
choices. In addition, you will learn how to change those 
which no longer serve you. Dr. Gretta Chamberlain, DN is 
a  remote energy transformational specialist, ho channels 
the non-physical entities known as The Realm of Beings. 
Some have given her the title of “mystic.” 

PANEL  Saturday  10:30am  Coral 

WHAT THE FUTURE WILL BRING
with Laura Eisenhower, Gail Thackray, Dannion Brinkley,  
Sara Breskman Cosmo, Jill Dahne 
We are at a crucial turning point in the history of humanity: AI/ ETs/ post COVid/ Climate Change and vibrational 
acceleration are impacting our lifestyle and our spiritual destiny. Come hear a panel of luminaries discuss the unprec-
edented times and the future of conscious evolution. Hosted by Alan Steinfeld with Laura Eisenhower, Jodi Serota, 
Maureen St. Germaine, Dannion Brinkley, Livia Devi

LECTURE  Saturday  11:30am  Hibiscus

DR. YAFIR YAIR
The Divine Feminine
Explore the world of a powerful Dr. Yafi will 
present on channeling the divine feminine 
Hathor, who teaches about contact, human 
evolution, the Earth-wide consciousness 

shift, and the role of the feminine in today’s world. Then 
Dr. Yafi will channel Hathor and Isis taking questions from 
audience members. A doctor of clinical psychology and 
hypnosis (Psy.D.), she combines her expertise in holistic 
wellness with spiritual exploration. A graduate of channel-
ing training under Lyssa Royal Holt, she brings messages 
from an array of sources, including the Divine Feminine 
Hathor, Earth elements, fairies, and extraterrestrials. Dr. 
Yafi also authored the book “Conversations with the Earth, 
Channeling on Humanity, Consciousness, and the Shift.
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S A T U R D AY  1pm-4pm

LECTURE  Saturday  1pm  Key Largo

DR. GRAZYNA PAJUNEN
Breakthrough in Anti-Aging – 
Natural Cartilage Regeneration 
and Wrinkle Removal
No pain or wrinkles without surgeries, 
medications or injections. Come learn 

about Liquid BioCell Collagen and Jusuru, a liquid nutra-
ceutical with a patented primary ingredient called Liquid 
BioCell Collagen.  Jusuru is natural with no additives and 
preservatives. It is 100% bio-available, highly effective, 
and safe.  This is the only source of collagen and hyal-
uronic acid that our body recognizes and utilizes as our 
own. Grazyna Pajunen has a PhD. and has 25 years of 
experience in biomedical research at UCLA and FAU.  

LECTURE  Saturday  2pm  Coral

DANNION BRINKLEY
The Real Reason & Purpose  
for Being On Earth
What Dying Teaches You About Living 
.Dannion will draw from 45 years of hos-
pice work.  - Surviving and being struck 

by lighting twice, open heart surgery, brain surgery and 
a 2nd open heart surgery, plus having to be clinically 
resuscitated twice. Having two death experiences and 
third near death experiences,  Dannion will give a broad 
in-depth understanding of why we were chosen and why 
we chose to be apart of this adventure called life. Learn 
who we really are and why we are here.

LECTURE  Saturday  2pm  Hillsboro

SARAH BRESKMAN 
COSMO
Activate the Ancient 
Secrets Within You
Sarah presents the most recent and 

profound information to surface through Quantum 
Healing Hypnosis sessions, the shocking discov-
ery that we can activate dormant information within 
ourselves. Why did you incarnate on earth and what 
are you doing here. Find out how you are the KEY to 
unlock all the ancient mysteries through your own hid-
den clues and genetic factors including eye color and 
blood types. Perhaps, you will trigger your own mem-
ories of ancient civilizations through this presentation!

LECTURE  Saturday  2pm  Everglades

JEFF STARKMAN
Turning Negative Energy  
Into Positive Energy
We are an electrical system made of 
matter and electricity. Through simple 
muscle testing we can determine where 

the priorities are in the body.. whether it’s an organ 
weakness or structural such as hips, psoas (groin mus-
cle) TMJ jaw issues or back issues. After we determine 
where these energy blockages are in the body, we reveal 
the secret formula to bring it into balance. We will also 
demonstrate how a negative energy in food or water can 
instantly be converted to a positive energy!  Jeff Starkman 
has been practicing Kinesiology for eighteen years.

LECTURE  Saturday  2pm  Hibiscus

DR. GEORGE LOVE
The Science of Sound, 
Vibration & Frequency
Science of Sound activates Limbic, 
Musculoskeletal, and Neuro-endocrine 
system through the Asian meridian sys-

tem. The Power of Vibration and its current use in tra-
ditional medicine is the best physical therapy for your 
nervous system as the brain moves into the Theta brain 
wave. With a variety of type of treatments, Meridian 
Vibration Therapy as applied to acupuncture helps the 
nervous system adapt and re-educate itself to operate in 
a more optimal way. These frequencies induce deep med-
itative and peaceful states, clarity of mind, and intuition, 
inhibiting the stress or pain response. 

LECTURE  Saturday  2pm  Key Largo

WILLIAM KALATSKY
Intuition, Manifestation  
& Healing with Energy
When Dr. William discovered that Deja 
Vu was really a formula to awaken intu-
ition, and Intuition is one of the paths to 

awaken manifestation-he cracked the code. He teaches 
how to make intuition and manifestation abilities real in 
your world in a step by step system and how to meditate 
for manifestation, Deja Vú and it’s true purpose, how intu-
ition works and how to grow it and if time permits, do live 
energy work . Dr. William Kalatsky is an energy healerand 
hosts Monday Night Meditations for Manifestation each 
Monday over Zoom. www.IntuitionMethod.com

LECTURE  Saturday  3pm  Coral 

GAIL THACKRAY
Energy Healing – Remove  
Pain & Emotional Blocks
Are you blocked from money, love or 
in other areas of your life? Do you have 
on-going health issues? Both are a sign of 

an energy block or misalignment. Energy healing is a sim-
ple shift of energy that instantly releases the block. Even 
difficult physical pain and long-term health problems can 
suddenly be lifted as can negative patterns in your love 
life, finances and career can be immediately resolved. Gail 
is a Reiki Master and has studied with psychic surgeons 
and healers around the world. Gail will show you how 
to find and release these blocks permanently. Attendees 
receive a small blessed crystal.

LECTURE  Saturday  3pm  Everglades

MARK BECKER
How to Maximize the Power  
of The Breath
 Join Mark Becker, NEWLIFE’s creator,  
as he takes you on a journey on how to 
reach your maximum potential using 

your breath. The breath affects every emotion and every 
motion affects the breath. If you learn how to control 
and utilize your breath you will control your emotions, 
increase your energy and have your thoughts and actions 
become one. Mark Becker, nicknamed Yogiman by Robin 
Williams, created the first non-religious Yoga center  in 
NYC  in 1975. He has trained  tens of thousands of yoga 
students and thousands of yoga teachers.

LECTURE  Saturday  3pm  Hibiscus

DANA MICUCCI
Discover the Healing Power  
of Sacred Sites
Award-winning author and healer Dana 
Micucci has been traveling to sacred 
sites around the world for many years, 

tapping into the high-voltage light and ancient esoteric 
wisdom they hold. Join Dana on a fascinating journey 
to some of the world’s most sacred sites, pulsating with 
healing energy and built at powerful energetic vortexes 
to raise the vibration of all who come into contact with 
them. Learn how to travel to sacred sites to ignite heal-
ing, increase your light quotient, and further activate your 
divine blueprint. 

LECTURE  Saturday  3pm  Key Largo

ILENE REICHMAN
Vanquishing Stress: Tools to 
Enhance Your health, Personal 
Growth and Transform Your Life
Ilene Cohn Reichman, Esq., C.N.C., cer-
tified coach, speaker and trainer, author, 

nutritionist and advanced clearing practitioner, will share 
simple steps to conquer mental, physical and environ-
mental stress and minimize its negative effects. This lec-
ture is designed to introduce you to tools to help keep you 
on the planet as long as possible, in the best of health, 
living up to your highest potential.

LECTURE  Saturday  3pm  Hillsboro

KAT JAMES
Turn On Your Body’s Compass
Learn How ONE Mechanism Can 
Transform Your Brain, Immunity, 
Longevity, Hormones, Weight, Spirit, 
and Comfort in Your Own Skin, Forever 

Award-winning bestselling author and leptin pioneer, Kat 
James, shares possibly the most exciting, yet misunder-
stood biological phenomenon in human health- leptin 
resistance, the missing key locking-in most peoples’ 
stubborn metabolic, hormonal, neurological, inflamma-
tory, and other serious health, food, and even beauty 
issues. Kat has been on Today, Fox,  Good Day New York, 
and, PBS. www.totaltransformation.com/total_transfor-
mation_program_detail_fall.html

LECTURE  Saturday  1pm Hibiscus

ELSA THOMAS
How to Flow With Ease  
During Chaotic Times
Life can change in an instant. But just 
because your life can change at the drop 
of a hat, doesn’t mean you can’t pre-

pare for it!  In this lecture  we will journey to  align to 
source deeper using a guided meditation stepping into 
the tachyon frequencies which is the beginning of all cre-
ation infused with unconditional love and develop a new 
mindset using a simple formula. We will  end the session 
with how to take aligned action using feedback to our 
advantage One of Elsa’s greatest strength is her heart to 
heart approach.
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4pm-6pm S A T U R D AY

LECTURE  Saturday  4pm  Everglades

DONNA McGRATH
Miracles of Total Body Healing
Join pioneering former NIH Molecular 
Biologist turned Enlightened Energy 
Master & Medical Medium, as she 
describes her spontaneous1994 OBE to 

Enlightenment, what miracles are, reveals her secrets to 
manifesting Miracles utilizing Unconditional Love... View 
her powerful slide presentation of real-life miraculous 
case histories. Enjoy free demo audience sample heal-
ing from the gallery and a custom audience channeling 
of Divine Healing energies. Donna dissolves tumors in 5 
min, inflating collapsed lungs and obviating the need for 
many transplant surgeries!

LECTURE  Saturday  4pm  Hibiscus

ELI MARCUS
How to Become The #1 
Salesperson in Your Industry
Eli Marcus the Chief Marketing Officer of 
Davler Media Group, publishers of City 
Guide, NY’s only Hotel Magazine.  As  

the longest serving person in NYC’s hospitality indus-
try, he is affectionately known by many as “The Mayor 
of Times Square.”  He has made over 30,000 cold calls 
and over 130 million dollars in local ad sales.   He also 
writes the Mayor of Times Square column for the Times 
Square Chronicles.   He has produced over 3,000 semi-
nars/events for a Who’s Who of Celebs, best-selling book 
authors, experts, etc. 

SPECIAL EVENT  Saturday  4pm  Hillsboro

LAURA EISENHOWER
De-Weaponizing Reversal Technology
Laura will talk about the dark technologies that are being used, how to de-weaponize them  and 
how they attempt to invert important growth periods that happen on a Cosmic and Earthly level  
and  the planetary and human energies being weaponized and inverted to assimilate people into AI, 
Transhumaism, Gender Reversal Technology, Artificial Timeline and more.  She will delve deeper 

into  Astrological events, Timeline bifurcation and the Science of Venusian Technology to remind us that we are the 
awakening advanced technology and soul centered living is moving into 5-D and beyond.  She will talk about Igniting 
the Warrior Mission, aligning with Truth, Organic Ascension, re-connection to Guardians and Zero point unified field 
and the healing transformative energies from the Mother arc and Cosmic Trinity codes that exist within our DNA, 
planetary grid network and multi-dimensional Cosmos.  She will help us to understand Medical Astrology and under-
stand the current Astrological climate.  She also has much to reveal about her great-grandfather’s administration and 
Eisenhower’s connection with Val Thor and what he was able to set up and establish. www.cosmicgaia.org

LECTURE  Saturday  4pm  Key Largo

JULIA RAETHER
Energy Symphony:  
the Art of Qigong & Reiki
This lecture delves into Qigong and 
Reiki’s synergistic powers, offering 
unique pathways to well-being. Discover 

how these ancient practices blend energies, nurturing 
your life essence. Engage in practical sessions for a first-
hand experience of their restorative powers, and gaining 
insights into Qi and life force principles. This experience 
promises balance across physical, emotional, and spiri-
tual realms, inviting you to a new chapter of health, peace, 
and equilibrium. . Embrace the opportunity to transform 
your energy narrative and begin a new chapter of health, 
peace, and equilibrium.

LECTURE  Saturday  6pm  Everglades

SHERI KAPLAN
Using Pendulums  
for Clarity & Healing
Explore the world of a powerful 
Diagnostic tool, “The Pendulum”. Sheri 
“The Revitalizer” Kaplan will explain 

how to use a pendulum as a Chakra diagnostic tool for 
Healing & for Clarity in making life decisions. You will 
learn how to choose, calibrate & clean them, using other 
objects, how to use it on self & others, & long distance. 
Bring own pendulum or weighted necklace. Sheri is an 
Energy, Sound & TESLA Healer, Intuitive Coach, Reiki 
Master. www.sherikaplan.com

SPECIAL EVENT  Saturday  5pm  Hibiscus

CACAO CEREMONY
Sound Healing
Don›t miss this uplifiing Cacao Ceremony and Sound Bath. For centuries, Raw cacao has been used 
ceremonially by indigenous cultures. Cacao is known to have incredible health benefits and is a 

natural superfood to get your body and mind energized and aligned. It’s also known to act as a natural 
heart opener and is used for healing, promoting well being, and stimulating energy. This specialized 

“Concentrated Energy Blend” is unlike any cacao you may have tried before. During the journey, participants are 
guided into a reflective meditation. The ceremony will be followed by a heart-opening meditation Nidra and Sound 
Bath to drop into the heart. The 20” pure Quartz Crystal bowl and 40» symphonic Gong accompanied with rich 
harmonics of 7 plus pure Quartz Crystal and Tibetan bowls will create a calming atmosphere with their healing 
frequencies for you to dive deeper into your heart and mind. No experience needed. All levels welcome! Attire: Dress 
in comfortable clothing.

LECTURE  Saturday  6pm  Hillsboro

CARLOS FLORÊNCIO 
Karma - The Healing  
and Evolution Process
Explore the fascinating universe of 
karma, unraveling the mysteries behind 
the healing and evolution process. We’ll 

delve into the roots of our past choices, uncovering the 
secrets that shape our present and carve our future. 
Discover how understanding and working with karma 
can be the key to a more conscious, fulfilling, and evolu-
tionary life. Join this profound exploration where ancient 
wisdom meets modern understanding, guiding towards 
inner transformation. Florêncio was born with extrasen-
sory perception, the ability to connect to the Akashic 
record, identify karma, and generate healing and integral 
transformation for over 35 years. 

LECTURE  Saturday  5pm  Key Largo

GARRETT KOPP
A Regenerative Future  
for Wild Chaga
After learning about wild Chaga’s cura-
tive powers from his Grandmother in 
the midst of a war with stage 4 pancre-

atic Cancer, a 15 year old Garrett Kopp found himself 
surrounded by this precious healing resource grow-
ing on white and yellow birch trees in the Adirondack 
Mountains. Ten years later, after shipping Chaga to over 
20,000 online customers, and leasing 220,000 acres of 
land for Chaga harvesting, Kopp explains the trials and 
tribulations of his naturopathic experience as he attempts 
to build a regenerative forest farm to cultivate the most 
highly misunderstood fungus on Earth.

PANEL  Saturday  4pm  Coral

ENERGY & VIBRATIONAL HEALING
with Sheri Kaplan, Michelle Kaplan, Raffaele Gianfresco,  
Jeff Starkman, Wanita Fleury
By now we all should know that we are spirits living in this human body. All we are is energy, vibration, sound and 
light. We know that when we have an energy blockage we are not at ease, we are at dis-ease which causes disease. 
Our expert panelists use different modalities to heal us using different light sound and vibratory frequencies
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S U N D AY  10:30am-1pm

PANEL  Sunday  10:30am  Coral

The Divine 
Feminine Goddess 
with BECCA TEBON, 

LADY CHRISTOPHER, MICHELLE ALVA, JULIA RAETHER, GABRIELA MENDEL
This panel explores the many aspects of being a goddess as well as dealing with goddesses in the areas of relation-
ships, leadership roles, sexuality, artistic expression, family, business, friendship, nurturing, compassion love and 
Spirituality... Conscious men are especially encouraged to attend as they are directly involved in the rise of the goddess 
and they will learn what a Goddess wants from their Man God!!. For the ladies you will rediscover and reconnect with 
your inner Goddess... and learn together how to live as Goddesses. So ladies let our goddesses show you how to open 
up and reclaim and surrender to the goddess within you and how you can attract the man you deserve to surrender 
to the goddess within you. So dear conscious men, if you want to open up your inner Goddess and learn how to treat 
your woman as a goddess so they can treat you as the God you are. Please join us for a blissful and sacred journey.

CLASS  Sunday  10:30am  Hillsboro

DR. GEORGE LOVE
Chair Qi Gong
You have heard about Chair Yoga? 
Join us in Chair Qi Gong, in this inno-
vative technique being introduced 
for the very first time. Dr. George 

Love is a Chinese Medical Doctor, Master Chi Gong 
Practitioner and Acupuncturist

LECTURE  Sunday  10:30am  Key Largo

MIESHIEL
Between Worlds
Mieshiel (me-shy-el) has been on a 
spiritual path nearly all his life. He has 
been creating intricate visionary artwork 
rendered in colored pencil for almost as 

long. Widely respected in the genre of visionary art, he 
has exhibited with renowned artists such as Alex Grey 
and Pablo Amaringo. He lives in an off-grid community 
in the high desert of Taos, New Mexico. In this lecture, 
Mieshiel will share some of the fantastical experiences 
that have inspired his art. He has shown his unique 
visionary art in galleries across the country. 

LECTURE  Sunday  11:30am  Everglades

RAFFAELE GIANFRANCESCO
Reclaim Your Brain
Light and sound meditation is unique in 
the way it creates altered states of con-
sciousness. By combining music with 
visual imagery, a type of psychedelic light 

therapy can be utilised that is profound in it’s affect. Often 
people let go and relax more deeply than they ever have 
before. The experience is incredibly engaging allowing 
users to enter deep trance states.  And by using light and 
sound as a drug free psychedelic experience, you may 
even trigger hormesis. That is one advantage of a psyche-
delic light experience as a life-changing therapy. 

LECTURE  Sunday  10:30am  Everglades

REGINA FRIDKIN
Ease Parenting Stress  
with Mindfulness
Regina gives us simple mindfulness tech-
niques to reduce stress and anxiety for 
parents, emphasizing authentic self-care 

in the parenting journey. Learn to stay calm and present, 
improving your well-being and creating a loving, support-
ive family atmosphere.  Regina Fridkin is a life coach and 
mindfulness advocate, passionate about helping parents 
find peace and authenticity in their lives. Her practical 
advice encourages families to embrace mindful living for 
stronger, more joyful connections.

LECTURE  Sunday  11:30am  Hillsboro

MIKE VAN THIELEN
21st Century Biohacking 
Strategies
Reach Your Peak Performance by 
Upgrading Your Body And Mind With 
21st Century Biohacking Strategies.  This 

inspiring and interactive presentation shows profession-
als how to leverage 21st century biohacking strategies 
and A.I. to upgrade their body and mindset, and create 
a custom power routine they can count on. Dr. Mike is 
a TEDx speaker, biohacking expert,  and World Record 
holder (swimming). He was presented with the CREA 
Global Awards 2023 honoree in recognition of his creative 
and innovative ideas. mvtonline.com/keynote-speaker.

LECTURE  Sunday  1pm  Hibiscus

QI FEILONG
Energy Healing and  
Kungfu Demonstration
World renowned Qigong Master QI 
Feilong, who was invited to Harvard 
Medical School to demonstrate Qigong as 

an alternative therapy, will provide a free demonstration 
of Qi Energy. Watch how internal healing energy can set 
newspaper on fire, stop a clock, twist a steel spoon and 
break chopsticks with a $20 bill! Whether the concern is 
ADD, self-defense or total body health, you will learn how 
Qigong holistic therapies can help to restore and maintain 
total body health.

LECTURE  Sunday  11:30am  Key Largo

MICHELLE KAPLAN
Vibration and Frequency – 
Allowing the Body to Heal
Frequency healing has always been avail-
able to us. Vibro-acoustics, humming, 
singing, chanting, these are all abundant 

and necessary to return to a parasympathetic state where 
the body can innately relax and become harmonious. 
Michelle Kaplan healed her body with frequency and 
vibration using Quantum field Scalar Energy. Through 
her own journey, she shares the universal properties of 
Scalar waves, the energy used by Nikola Tesla.  Her own 
healing journey prompted her to open the Scalar Therapy 
Wellness Center, “Love And Healing Energy” in Delray 
Beach, where people can receive the natural frequency 
waves of Enhanced Energy.

LECTURE  Sunday  1pm  Hillsboro

DR. JEFFREY BENTON
Emotional Trauma Release 
Technique
We remember stressful and traumatic 
events by coupling them with emotions 
and then storing them in our subcon-

scious. It takes energy to keep these emotional events 
locked into our subconscious. This energy could instead 
be used for mind and body expansion, creating more 
health and happiness. The Emotional Trauma Release 
Technique™ detaches the link between the traumatic 
event and the emotions we feel. Dr. Benton will expose 
the mechanism underlying your traumatic events and 
how you can release them. Results appear “magical” and 
often immediate. You can learn more about Dr. Benton 
here: www.houdiniofhealing.com

PANEL  Sunday  1pm  Coral

Health & Nutrition
with BRIAN CLEMENT, MARCELA BENSON, KAT JAMES,  
JASON DEMCHUK, GEORGE LOVE
Do you want to be the best you that you can become . When we become sick it is because of an energy Blockage 
which puts us at dis-ease which causes disease. This panel will discuss different modalities to help you balance 
yourself and bring you back to your vibrant, centered,healthy self- Physically, Mentally, Emotionally, Psychicly and 
Spiritually. Look Great and Feel great.
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1pm-3pm S U N D AY

FREE WORKSHOP  Sunday  1pm  Everglades

GRETTA CHAMBERLAIN
Death by Design: A Comprehensive Look at the Transition Process
“Death by Design” is being presented by the Realm of Beings, as they channel through Dr. Gretta 
Chamberlain. They will discuss the elements involved in the transitional process, known as death, 
while answering the question, “Is there a heaven, purgatory, or hell?” Cultural and mass beliefs in 
reference to death will also be examined in the presentation, as will the role that transition plays in 

every species’ life, regardless of their type or where they reside in Existence. In addition, pre-birth and near death 
experiences will also be explored as a creation of personal reality, while examining how life in this reality can impact 
life in one’s next transitional portal. Dr. Gretta Chamberlain, DN is a lremote energy transformational specialist,  who 
channels the non-physical entities known as The Realm of Beings. Because of this, some have given her the title of 
“mystic” as she has worked internationally with persons throughout the world. Since her childhood, she has been 
exposed to psychic phenomena and now embraces the teachings and guidance from The Realm, who have been with 
her throughout her life. Gretta@theRealmofBeings.com, www.theRealmofBeings.com

LECTURE  Sunday  1pm  Key Largo

GABRIELLE PELICCI
How to Use Memoir  
As Medicine
This lecture aims to unravel the unique 
ways in which memoirs can serve as a 
vehicle for self-reflection, catharsis, and 

resilience. Participants will gain insights into the psy-
chological and emotional benefits of sharing personal 
stories.  Dr. Gabby is a Global expert in Wellness and 
Psychedelics. She has been a University Professor of 
Integrative and Holistic Medicine since 2007.  She was 
named one of the Top 100 Women of the Future in 2022 
and Her first book, “All This Healing is Killing Me” is a #1 
Amazon bestseller. www.gabriellepelicci.com

LECTURE  Sunday  2pm  Hibiscus

NANCY YEAROUT
Angel Communication  
& Spiritual Law
I will guide everyone to connect with their 
guardian angel. Our Guardian angels are 
with us from birth and throughout our 

lifetime and are with us when we pass. You are never 
alone.  The angels are Spirit/Gods’ helpers and hold a 
high loving vibration. Angels watch over us and guide us. 
The understanding of spiritual law will assist your navi-
gation through life’s twists and turns. Knowing how the 
universe operates makes your journey much smoother. 
Nancy Yearout is an angel communicator, author, psy-
chic, energy healer and host of High Road to Humanity 
Podcast.

LECTURE  Sunday  2pm  Hillsboro

ROBERT RETI-NAGY
Misconceptions About  
the Thyroid Gland & Iodine
Robert Reti-Nagy, is one of the most 
well-known naturopaths of his native 
country in Europe. He will give you an 

understanding of how the thyroid glands works, warns 
of the harmful effects of various environmental factors, 
and details what nutrients are needed for optimum hor-
mone production. He also explains the different forms of 
iodine  and their effects on the human body. He uniquely 
presents the evolution of iodine, tracing the development 
of this indispensable mineral over the last 200 years pre-
senting the latest scientific discovery related to iodine.

LECTURE  Sunday  2pm  Key Largo

JEFF STARKMAN
Turning Negative Energy  
Into Positive Energy
We are an electrical system made of 
matter and electricity. Through simple 
muscle testing we can determine where 

the priorities are in the body.. whether it’s an organ 
weakness or structural such as hips, psoas (groin mus-
cle) TMJ jaw issues or back issues. After we determine 
where these energy blockages are in the body, we reveal 
the secret formula to bring it into balance. We will also 
demonstrate how a negative energy in food or water can 
instantly be converted to a positive energy!  Jeff Starkman 
has been practicing Kinesiology for eighteen years.

SPECIAL EVENT  Sunday  3pm  Coral

DANNION BRINKLEY
The Boxes of Knowledges
Come spend 90 minutes with a man who was struck by lightning declared dead in 1975 and   
encountered 13 beings that revealed 50 years into our future come hear what’s ahead and Explore the 
fact that No one dies. Just one more of the many lies we have been told. If you know the future and 
why we are really here, You can better your tomorrows. Having two death experiences and third near 

death experiences,  Dannion will give a broad in-depth understanding of why we were chosen and why we chose to be 
apart of this adventure called life. As foretold in Dannion Brinkley’s best seller “Saved by the Light, Chapter 5 box 12, 
this presentation is a necessity as the world is changing so rapidly. Dannion Brinkley is a NY Times author of the inter-
national best-selling book series, Saved by the Light, At Peace in the Light, and The Secrets of the Light. Being struck 
by lightning in 1975, Dannion was listed as clinically dead for 28 minutes.  His near-death experience has recalibrated 
the way he would live his life: from a self-absorbed bully to helping others. His books have been translated into 22 lan-
guages, offering an informative view on the death protocols: the immersive panoramic life review, the seeds of the dark, 
enigmatic blue-grey place and the prophetic boxes of knowledge.  Dannion’s life’s experiences have taught him that no 
one dies and every breath matters. In the movie of the book Dannion is played by Eric Roberts.

LECTURE  Sunday  3pm  Everglades

BRIAN CLEMENT
Immunity IQ –  
Practixes for Optimal Living
Live Your Best Life using Food as 
Medicine and Boosting Your Immunity 
and Creating Longevity  Brian is the 

Director of the renowned Hippocrates Health Institute, 
West Palm Beach, Florida (U.S.A.), the world’s foremost 
complementary residential health center. The Hippocrates 
is about transformation. At Hippocrates state of mind, 
health and well-being are viewed as synonymous when it 
comes to optimum health. www.hippocratesinst.org

LECTURE  Sunday  3pm  Hibiscus

MEG FRODEL
Advanced Pulse Diagnosis  
and Herbal Prescribing
Meg learned again in Chinese Medicine 
what she had always known:  that each 
person’s body and spirit is unique, and 

needs different herbs, treatments, and practices than 
someone else who may have the same Western medical 
diagnosis.  The key is to treat the root of the imbalance:  
which can be different for everyone!  If we keep checking 
in with the body’s own diagnostic system of the pulse, we 
can see exactly what it needs NOW, from week to week, 
to heal and balance!

SPECIAL EVENT  Sunday  3pm  Hillsboro

GAIL THACKRAY
Psychic Surgery Healing Sessions
This is an intense, high energy, healing session in a small group where you will receive a psychic 

surgery healing. If you are practicing energy healing, this is a great workshop to learn some very 
high-level spiritual healing and watch it in action. This is also a practical session where Gail will be 
working on you. First Gail will teach some of the techniques behind psychic surgery from Bali and 

the Philippines. Then Gail will set the energy in the room and lift your vibration to be a channel of the energy. Then 
Gail will do healing on each person using the group channeling energy. We are only working with white light beings 
and clearing out any negative energy. It is both a learning experience and a healing experience. No prior healing 
experience is needed. To prepare for the session meditate on the physical and emotional areas of your life you want 
resolved. Attendees receive a Psychic Surgery Healer Certificate
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S U N D AY  3pm-6pm

LECTURE  Sunday  3pm  Key Largo

KAT JAMES
Turn On Your Body’s Compass
Learn How ONE Mechanism Can 
Transform Your Brain, Immunity, 
Longevity, Hormones, Weight, Spirit, 
and Comfort in Your Own Skin, Forever 

Award-winning bestselling author and leptin pioneer, Kat 
James, shares possibly the most exciting, yet misunder-
stood biological phenomenon in human health- leptin 
resistance, the missing key locking-in most peoples’ 
stubborn metabolic, hormonal, neurological, inflamma-
tory, and other serious health, food, and even beauty 
issues. Kat has been on Today, Fox,  Good Day New York, 
and, PBS. www.totaltransformation.com/total_transfor-
mation_program_detail_fall.html

LECTURE  Sunday  4pm  Everglades

DR. GEORGE LOVE
Magnetic Meridian Therapy
Dr. Love will be using ear, body and foot 
magnets on meridian points to enhance 
your mitochondrial flow in both stand-
ing meditation and chair Qigong medical 

exercises. Dr. Love self-published and designed ear Acu-
Magnets placed on ear point for 32 different conditions 
in 1999. He has certified over 1500 people in Ear Acu-
Magnet Reflexology. Originally used for standing medita-
tion Dr. Love has redesigned the foot magnets for sitting 
use at your desk as a passive therapy for blood circulation 
Dr. George Love is a doctor of Asian Medicine.

LECTURE  Sunday 4pm  Hibiscus

CARLOS FLORÊNCIO 
Love is The Answer
The speaker, an expert in conflict res-
olution, will present and explain in this 
lecture how the development of loving 
awareness functions and how self-sab-

otaging mechanisms affecting self-esteem and interper-
sonal relationships are formed. Discover how to learn 
to love, build healthy relationships, and foster a life-af-
firming process. Florêncio was born with extrasensory 
perception, the ability to connect to the Akashic record, 
identify karma, and generate healing and integral trans-
formation for over 35 years. He is a renowned spiri-
tual guide, grand master healer, mentor, therapist, and 
author. Offering transformation through his SEE – Energy 
Balance System® and PHVida – Human Potential for Life.

LECTURE  Sunday  4pm  Key Largo

MARCELA BENSON
Water – The Structure of Love
This is an enlightening lecture exploring 
water’s profound impact on our body, 
mind, and spiritual life and the best 
options to create the most delicious, 

lighter drinking water and discover practical tips for opti-
mal hydration. Gain insights into different water filtration 
systems and the significance of avoiding fluoridated and 
chlorinated water. Explore the transformative journey of 
upgrading your water with five steps, including matur-
ing, mineralizing, activating, oxygenating, and blessing 
practices.  Marcela’s acclaimed book, “Love, Peace, and 
Vegetables: Recipes for Conscious Living,” unveils her 
extensive holistic expertise, healing lifestyle, and trans-
formative recipes.

FREE WORKSHOP  Sunday  5pm  Coral

DONNA McGRATH
Real Life Cases of Miracle Healings
Real Life Cases of Miracle Healings – How Sean David Morton was pulled from Flatlined... Back to 
Life & more miraculous cases... You are cordially invited to come and hear true cases of mirac-
ulous healings from Miracle Medium and Master Energy Healer, Donna McGrath, former inter-
nationally-known NIH Molecular Biologist, who was invited to The White House in 1982 for her 

ground-breaking research work on sickle-cell anemia.   Following a subsequent life-altering 1994 Enlightenment 
experience, in which the Light revealed the “key to healing all dis-eases” to her, and revealed prophetic scenes 
regarding the history of the planet (which all have come true), she was gifted with clairaudience, clairvoyance and 
the ability to perform astounding long-distance quantum Energy Healing miracles throughout the world!   In this 2 
hr. jaw-dropping workshop, Donna will briefly discuss her scientific background and transformational OBE to The 
Light, which led to her present real-life abilities to facilitate astounding healing miracles... including inflating a Project 
Runways model’s collapsed lung via phone, healing of 5 year-old girl with severe dermatomyositis, who was given 
only 2 weeks to live at Children’s Hospital, and actual amazing details of bringing our own brother , Sean David 
Morton, from being flatlined Back to Life ! NOT to miss this mind-blowing workshop and amazing presentation! 

LECTURE  Sunday  5pm  Everglades

NIMA FARSHID
Health at the Tip  
of Your Fingertips
Ten years ago, doctors gave me two 
weeks to live due to severe palpitations. 
I quit my job and started traveling the 

world, meeting with top holistic healers and energy work-
ers. I learned a lot about influencing the energy body.  I 
was searching for a technology that showed me the real-
time influence of energy before and after meditation and 
other energy work. I found adevice in Russia based on the 
Kirlian Effect that scans the tip of the fingers to monitor 
the flow of energy. After six months I was healed.

FREE SPECIAL EVENT  Sunday 6pm  Hillsboro 

CARLOS FLORÊNCIO  
Enlightenment Experience
Explore the power of enlighten-
ment vortexes/chakras and embark  
on a voyage of self-discovery and  
connection with the healing forces 

present in the universe. Goes beyond conventional 
instructions, employing techniques of meditation, 
visualization, and chakra alignment. Connect with the 
evolutionary energy of the universe. Learn to self-heal-
ing in an easy, practical, and objective way. Come into 
harmony with universal energy. Florêncio was born 
with extrasensory perception, the ability to connect 
to the Akashic record, identify karma, and generate 
healing and integral transformation for over 35 years.

LECTURE  Sunday  5pm  Hillsboro

GABRIELA MENDEL
Astrological Inspirations  
for 2024 and the New Earth
In 2012, after ten years in the corporate 
world and having achieved a “successful” 
career, I began to experience great dis-

appointment and inner emptiness. This search took me 
from ashrams to teachings of Judaism and Kabbalah in 
Jerusalem. Some time later, through a dream, Astrology 
entered my life and connected the teachings that I had 
been absorbing for years. Today I help people on their 
journey of reconnecting with themselves, finding purpose 
and meaning in everyday life. I am also a mother of four 
and gave an online healthcare business. 

LECTURE  Sunday  5pm  Key Largo

PHILLIP WILSON
Healing Power of  
Far Infrared Light Saunas
“Absorbable Far Infrared Light” (4-14 
microns) is a tiny band of light from the 
sun that is absorbed by our bodies. It 

was discovered about 35 years ago. A man can absorb 
this incredible healing energy which pulsates his water 
molecules, increases his core temperature, and promotes 
extraordinary health. Phillip Wilson has been explor-
ing the inner worlds, mathematics and communication 
for 55 years, recently making many discoveries about 
Far Infrared Healing Light. Phillip owns Momentum98.
com health store, in Columbus, OH.

SPECIAL EVENT  Sunday  5pm  Hibiscus

VANESSA MORALES
Ecstatic Dance
Ecstatic Dance Florida offer a truly unique and transformative experience for  
participants. It is a space where individuals can shed their inhibitions and express    
themselves freely through movement and play. The essence of an ecstatic dance 

lies in its non-judgmental atmosphere, where everyone is encouraged to let go of self-consciousness and connect 
with their body and inner emotions. The event often incorporates a musical wave made with diverse styles of music, 
ranging from tribal beats to electronic rhythms, creating a vibrant and energizing ambiance. Through this immersive 
and liberating experience, ecstatic dance allows individuals to explore their creativity and childlike nature, release 
stress, and cultivate a deeper sense of self-awareness and connection with others.



LECTURE  SUNDAY  10:30am  KEY LARGO

LECTURE  SATURDAY  4pm  EVERGLADES 
FREE WORKSHOP  SUNDAY  5pm  CORAL

LECTURE  SUNDAY  11:30am  KEY LARGO






